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The incomparable Rebecca Solnit, author of more than a dozen acclaimed, prizewinning books
of nonfiction, brings the same dazzling writing to the essays in Encyclopedia of Trouble and
Spaciousness. As the title suggests, the territory of Solnit’s concerns is vast, and in her signature
alchemical style she combines commentary on history, justice, war and peace, and explorations
of place, art, and community, all while writing with the lyricism of a poet to achieve
incandescence and wisdom.Gathered here are celebrated iconic essays along with little-known
pieces that create a powerful survey of the world we live in, from the jungles of the Zapatistas in
Mexico to the splendors of the Arctic. This rich collection tours places as diverse as Haiti and
Iceland; movements like Occupy Wall Street and the Arab Spring; an original take on the
question of who did Henry David Thoreau’s laundry; and a searching look at what the hatred of
country music really means.Solnit moves nimbly from Orwell to Elvis, to contemporary urban
gardening to 1970s California macramé and punk rock, and on to searing questions about the
environment, freedom, family, class, work, and friendship. It’s no wonder she’s been compared in
Bookforum to Susan Sontag and Annie Dillard and in the San Francisco Chronicle to Joan
Didion.The Encyclopedia of Trouble and Spaciousness proves Rebecca Solnit worthy of the
accolades and honors she’s received. Rarely can a reader find such penetrating critiques of our
time and its failures leavened with such generous heapings of hope. Solnit looks back to history
and the progress of political movements to find an antidote to despair in what many feel as lost
causes. In its encyclopedic reach and its generous compassion, Solnit’s collection charts a way
through the thickets of our complex social and political worlds. Her essays are a beacon for
readers looking for alternative ideas in these imperiled times.
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place is the intersection of many changing forces passing through, whirling around, mixing,
dissolving, and exploding in a fixed location. To write about a place is to acknowledge that



phenomena often treated separately—ecology, democracy, culture, storytelling, urban design,
individual life histories and collective endeavors—coexist. They coexist geographically, spatially,
in place, and to understand a place is to engage with braided narratives and sui generis
explorations.This is a book about places, which is to say it’s about those many forces in
combination. About Shinto landscape in Japan, about yearnings for and intermittent realizations
of justice and democracy in northern Africa and Iceland and the United States, about the way
Yankee drug consumption is devastating Mexico (in an essay that I first pictured as a map
showing pain being outsourced the way labor and toxic waste are outsourced to poorer
countries), about why we are obsessed with gardening right now, about what environmentalists
got wrong about country music and nearly everyone got wrong about Henry David Thoreau’s
laundry, about technology and amnesia in San Francisco. And it’s about the places themselves:
the orange of those Shinto gates, the blue of icebergs, about dancing in the streets of New
Orleans, and occupying in the streets of New York.I think of myself as a San Franciscan, a
Californian, and a Westerner, three concentric rings that have enclosed many of my earlier
projects. But when I put together the essays in The Encyclopedia of Trouble and Spaciousness, I
was surprised to survey the breadth of my travels: I’d been reporting from the Arctic to Mexico,
from Japan to Detroit to Occupy Wall Street. A few things led me out of my region.One was that
in the Bush era, every American seemed saddled with the weight of the world; our country was
in Afghanistan and Iraq (and had, as it did before and does now, about 1,000 military bases
around the world and a disproportionate role not only in climate change but also in sabotaging
international agreements to do something about it). I was compelled to become a public citizen
and to think about broad issues—hope, civil society, revolution, climate—and the questions
these subjects raised had answers and ideas cached across the globe.But it wasn’t only
responsibility that took me afar; it was invitations and curiosity. I had always wanted to go to the
far north, and invitations to go to Iceland in 2008 and Svalbard in the farthest north in 2011 were
taken up with alacrity. The latter place fulfilled my wildest desires for northernness, but Iceland
turned out to be a complicated political powder keg that would explode not long after I wrote
about it. (My first piece on Iceland included in this anthology appeared about two weeks before
the country’s economy collapsed and its population rebelled. During those two weeks I was told
that I’d been harsh on a country that had managed to craft a very pretty image of itself; afterward
I never heard that again. I only regret that I wasn’t able to cover Iceland’s next five years of
glorious political experimentation—which faded in spring of 2013, when Icelanders reelected the
neoliberals who destroyed the economy in the first place, like a wife going back to her abusive
husband.)I wondered about Detroit for a long time before my Detroit-born friend Sam Green and
I decided to go visit in 2005, and when I got there, I realized that the widespread idea that Detroit
was about ruins was out of date; I needed to inquire into what comes after ruin, as I did in the
2007 essay “Detroit Arcadia,” one of the earliest pieces in the book. In that period I was much
preoccupied with disaster—it began locally, with a project in preparation for the centennial of the
1906 San Francisco earthquake, which reawakened my interest in how people behave in



disaster. The conclusions were astonishing, and that became an extension of my project on hope
—which is a project on how we tell stories about our history, our powers, and our possibilities.
Disaster revealed to me that much of what we’ve been taught about human nature is not true,
and so I began the research that became my 2009 book A Paradise Built in Hell.Early in the
research, Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans. The colossal social disaster that resulted got
me involved with that city, which I have visited about two dozen times since and written about in
two books and various essays (including two here). I didn’t go to Haiti; I didn’t have to in order to
see the media make the same horrific mistakes there they made in New Orleans in 2005 and
San Francisco in 1906. Disaster was also what took me to Japan, and I wrote about the triple
disaster of the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear accident in Japan and then later wrote about
the lagniappe of the expedition, my day in the Inari Shrine outside Kyoto.My definition of disaster
became broader and broader, and I now see much of our everyday life—for its alienation and its
destruction of souls and memory, as well as natural and social places—as a kind of disaster we
escape temporarily in those golden moments of uprisings and carnivals. Or reclaiming the story.
I see disaster everywhere; I also—as the essay “Icebergs and Shadows” in particular discusses
—see generosity and resistance everywhere.We talk about people coming together, but we
sometimes forget that that’s a spatial, geographical business: we are civil society when we go
out into the streets to be together, when showing up and standing up becomes free speech,
when we live in the plazas and squares, from Tahrir Square in Egypt to Mexico City’s Zócalo to
Liberty Plaza near Wall Street in New York. This is civil society in political engagement, the
Apollonian form of being in the streets. New Orleans showed me some of the possibilities of the
Dionysian version, as the essay “We Won’t Bow Down” points out. There isn’t a virtual equivalent
of it, which is why (with essays such as “We’re Breaking Up: Noncommunication in the Silicon
Age”) I worry about the withdrawal from public space and public life. Democracy was always a
bodily experience, claimed and fought for and celebrated in actual places. You must be present
to win.Wherever I went, I remained preoccupied with democracy and justice and popular power,
with how change can be wrought in the streets and by retelling the story, with the power of
stories to get things wrong as well as right, with the pleasures and possibilities each place holds,
and with the beauties of light, space, and solidarity.From all this wandering I came home every
time, but home began to leave me as San Francisco became Silicon Valley’s bedroom
community, the subject of three of the essays in this book. My own dear city had long been the
far edge of the country, not merely in geography, but in possibility, the left coast that presented
alternatives and refuges from the mainstream; when Silicon Valley became a—and in some
ways the—global power center, it became something else.Centers are supposed to be good
things, but I prefer edges. That’s in part because wealth and power are also often disasters, with
casualties and wreckage. Maybe what often gets called wealth in booms should mostly be
imagined as impoverishment of the majority who don’t become wealthy and often become
displaced or priced out locally, served up with the collateral damage from the concentration of
power, resources, and the control of place.I have been in recent years the author of a bestiary



and director of some atlas projects; I’ve written criticism, editorials, reports from a few front lines,
letters, a great many political essays for in particular, more personal stuff, essays for artists’
books, and more. As nonfiction—that leftover term apotheosizing fiction—gets defined down as
only memoir and essay, I’ve wanted to open it back up again, to claim it as virtually everything
else.Nonfiction is the whole realm from investigative journalism to prose poems, from manifestos
to love letters, from dictionaries to packing lists. This territory to which I am, officially, consigned
couldn’t be more spacious, and I couldn’t be more pleased to be free to roam its expanses. And
maybe the variety of forms here is part of the book’s breadth along with its geographical
range.Calling this anthology an encyclopedia was a way to call attention to its range and maybe
imagine these almost thirty essays as entries in an extremely incomplete encyclopedia. Essays
explore; they also define; every essay is an entry in the author’s personal encyclopedia. Here is
the latest volume of mine.CYCLOPEDIA OF AN ARCTIC EXPEDITIONfor Mike D.Anchor Chain.
The hideous, booming clatter that awoke me our first morning out was, I thought at first, the
warning bell that announced we should all assemble on the foredeck and perhaps prepare to zip
ourselves into survival suits—those bulky, lurid orange jumpsuits in which you could, they say,
float and survive in an arctic sea for up to six hours. Happily, it was the anchor chain going out,
meaning that we were at our first destination and that I did not yet have to try out that orange
jumpsuit or those arctic waters. The chains were huge beasts in the stern of the boat that rattled
like the end of the world on their way up and their way down.Animals. There was no wait. The
morning of the day of departure, a white arctic fox with a limp and a young gray fox cub came
begging at the kitchen of the funky hostel-like hotel in Svalbard’s small capital, Longyearbyen,
and all the animals showed up earlier than expected, all being a term that encompasses the fox,
the walrus, the seal, the reindeer, and the polar bear—that being all the wingless beasts to be
found onshore in this landscape that feels like creation on day two, not day seven or year 4
billion. Except for some tiny gnat-like creatures, and spiders.Antlers. A skull with antlers was
onshore by a rock at the first landing in Magdalenafjord, the antlers whipped back with the
particular line that reindeer have and deer lack, a beautiful artifact that seemed to have been
placed there as an accent. The skull was bleached white but a bit damp-looking, not like the dry
white bones of the desert, and it looked as though it had been planted, an accent piece, a focus
for the foreground. Further up the rocks was the lower jaw of an arctic fox. Over the ridge was a
school of seals basking, arcing themselves into curved forms, occasionally swimming in the
shallow bay, otherwise napping. Later there were more antlers, and occasionally reindeer. (See
also Reindeer) Around the bend were three polar bears. See Sleep (Bear)A crowd of reindeer
together in the seasons when their antlers are fully grown—this must be the forest of this Arctic
place far north of treeline.Arctic Terns. Their Latin name is Sterna paradisaea; they are somehow
birds of paradise or so named in 1763 by Erich Pontoppidan, the Pietist Danish prelate and
contemporary of Linnaeus who wrote a natural history of Norway and an atlas of Denmark in the
eighteenth century. He could not have known that of all living things on earth the arctic terns live
in the most light and least darkness, but they work for it, flying 70,000 kilometers a year as they



migrate from near the north pole to near the south, and when they are not nesting, live almost
constantly in flight, like albatrosses. Theirs is a paradise of endless light and endless labor like
angels (though they cross the band of day and night on their migration, and the tracking devices
set up to plot their migratory course did so by measuring light and darkness). And their scimitar-
sharp wings, their fierce cries, their hummingbird hoverings, their swallow-like tails, their gull-like
dives.Cold. Very. Well, pretty.Color. When the sky is not blue, when moss and grass have not
accumulated on the land (which is only 10 percent vegetated, 30 percent being rock and 60
percent glaciated), the world here is shades of gray verging toward brown, blue, and black, and
it’s white: ice, snow, glacier, cloud. It often looks as though it’s heading into being a black-and-
white photograph of itself or rather a Chinese ink painting on watered silk. And then come the
tufts of moss like landscapes in miniature, various shades of vivid green and brown-green, here
in this landscape where grass less than a foot high is the tallest plant around, and only a few
things flower. Indigo evening, water and sky. White morning. Gray world out the porthole. Black
land with white ice. Glowing gray nights. The water, liquid pewter and iron, with gentle ripples
rather than white-crested waves.And the smeared red of a polar bear’s meal on blue-white ice.
The cream of a polar bear against the white of ice—our chief guide says at one point that the tiny
blob on the hillside is not a polar bear because it’s the wrong shade of white. Shades of white:
snow, clouds, glaciers, bones, polar bears, quartz rocks.Expedition. Sets out to accomplish,
discover, claim, explore. Sets out with an agenda. Sets out often in these regions in earlier times
to fail, to get lost, to suffer frozen blisters, frostbite, cannibalism, forms of poisoning and
starvation, discord, blame, remorse, death, being frozen for decades until another exploratory
party comes across the remains, undamaged by decay but sometimes snacked upon by bears,
as was the case of the small Andrée ballooning party—failed in 1897, discovered in 1930—one
man in his grave and two who’d died in the tent become gnawed bones in disarray. The Andrée
party’s photographs and journals survived intact, and some of the embroidered linens made it to
a museum. They planned, but did they anticipate?Far. That first morning, out the porthole of my
cabin there was a little blue iceberg. We were in Magdalenafjord, the bay at the end of the earth,
the northwest corner of Svalbard in the high Arctic, more than a dozen degrees north of the
Arctic Circle. Beyond it were stony gray hills with glaciers curving down the valleys in between
most of them. The idea of being so far north was exciting enough, and then there were all those
things I always wanted to see: icebergs, reindeer, polar bears, along with all the things I’m
always happy to see: water, sky, spaciousness, landforms, light, scale. More than anyplace I’ve
ever been, this one imposed a dependency: there was no way out except by this boat, and no
way to communicate with the outside world except by this boat. Which was also an
independency, from the rest of the world. Times when the view went all the way to the horizon
and no land was visible on that side of the boat, when the sea was a delicate blue-gray and the
sky was the same color, the sea smooth with billowing ripples that did not break into waves, the
sky smooth, and only seabirds coasting along the surface of the sea, coming close to their own
reflections, bending but not breaking the smoothness and vastness.The far edge of the world, at



the back of the North Wind, east of the sun and west of the moon, as far as far, at the back of
beyond, out of reach, out of touch, out of the ordinary, beyond the Arctic Circle, beyond so many
things. Far.Fear. See Polar Bear; ColdFooting. Made difficult by the rubber boots worn for
landings in the Zodiac and by the rule that you should step on stone not on moss. Sometimes
given a choice between one’s own and the mosses’ survival, the moss loses. Sometimes it wins.
In a Japanese garden the irregularly placed stepping stones are meant to make you conscious
of every step. Same here, but the scale varies and in Japanese gardens you never break your
leg or fall down a mountain into an icy sea. Though maybe they imply these things.Frankenstein.
The cold of the Arctic rhymes with the cold in the hearts of the polar explorer, Walton, who wants
to press on though it may mean death for his men and himself. And the cold in the heart of Victor
Frankenstein, who pressed on with his experiment and disavowed responsibility for the results.
But what does deep cold mean in an era of melting, thawing, heating? What is the virtue of cold,
the refuge, the other ways to describe emotion? Cold as calm, as restraint, as stillness, as
inaction?Glaciers. Pelle the glaciologist speaks to us of glaciers, and the colored lines of his
graphs slope down, toward melt and runoff and diminishment and disappearance. The shape of
modern gloom is a slant downward from left to right. And of modern despair, the opposite slant—
of rising temperatures, seas, carbon.Graves. The dead—the main thing left behind by many
expeditions and whaling parties, left in graves on which rocks are piled or wooden crosses
erected, which have sometimes been raided for souvenirs, wooden tombstones, clothes, and
even bones, says Lisa the guide, deploring it. Sometimes it was the wood of coffins they were
after in this place where wood is a valuable import. Some of the whalers were buried with pillows
under their heads and a clump of their native soil. Hats and other pieces of clothing survived in
the cold environment. In the museum in Longyearbyen are seventeenth-century wool hats,
including some striped knitted ones.Guide. I had gotten an email from the Swedish
photographer and Arctic historian Tyrone Martinsson the preceding January that said at the
beginning, “I am writing to you to propose for you to join an expedition tour to Svalbard in
September? I have a project here that is getting together 12 artists and scientists on a ship for 7–
10 days sailing around Svalbard in the Arctic.” Who would say no to that? Not me. Most of the
twelve seemed to be photographers, and masses of black boxes and laptops to download them
into would clutter the ship’s tabletops. Every landing involved people peeling off one by one to
gaze into their instruments and ignore the rest of us, which is not at all according to guidelines.
The guidelines for travel in this part of the world are mostly about polar bears and about sticking
close to the guide with the signal gun to frighten a bear off and the rifle with the massive bullets
to shoot to kill if necessary. And looking around.The chief guide was named Lisa Ström, and
before we got there I’d pictured a no-nonsense outdoorswoman in the conventional mode, but
this one was a young vegetarian despite the fact that the northernmost vegetable crop must be
harvested hundreds of miles south of here. At first she seemed gentler than the Nordic Lisa I’d
pictured, but gradually in conversation it emerged that she had tried to repeat Rasmussen’s
journey across the Northwest Passage by dogsled until the breaking up of the ice stopped her.



She was planning to be the guide, along with her younger brother, on a two-month ski expedition
to the south pole in November. She was sturdy but not burly, curiously humble and endlessly
diligent, with chestnut hair and clear brown skin and a delightful voice and (Swedish) accent.
Like older sisters generally, she was consciously and conscientiously affected by gravity; like
younger brothers everywhere, hers—who was along as Guide #2—was not. To prove it, he did
wild things with his paraglider and told us about them in detail, including the one where he had a
rubber dinghy strapped to his back so he could land in the ocean.And then one evening he
began to tell stories at her expense about the misfit sled dogs she rescued and then lodged with
her parents, since she travels so much. She joined in and they regaled a dinner table with stories
of difficult personalities of the arctic canine and the calamities and hilarities that resulted,
complete with impersonations of canine antics and facial expressions. A tall young man in a
paneled room on a ship enthusiastically imitating a female dog that comes bounding into your
tent.Gulf Stream. All the way from Mexico and Louisiana. See also WoodIcebergs. The color
blue that is cold, pure, fierce, and somehow the blue that you always wanted and had to come to
the end of the world to get, the blue you can’t have since these sapphires are too big to take and
too prone to melt. It’s odd seeing an iceberg after so many pictures of them for so long, and
odder to make pictures and turn them back into the familiar and maybe safe after seeing these
great chunks calved by glaciers actually afloat in an icy sea. Their reflection in the sea doubles
them, makes them into great faceted jewels that no one can wear and that won’t last forever, and
it only doubles their visible self when beneath the reflection is so much more. And the wake of
the boat makes them rock on the water so that you can also see that the old adage “the tip of the
iceberg” is accurate, for far more of them lies underwater. See also Reality and
RepresentationInfinity. Eternity. Mojave. Sorrow Fjord. At a place named Sorrow Fjord there is a
ledge up from the best beach for landing and then a plateau with a couple of wooden houses—
the wood gray from time and weather, pulled down into splinters and matchsticks—and then
beyond, a great expanse of nearly flat land paved solidly in stones, pink, orange, white, gray,
brown. And there is a kind of ecstasy of looking from the tiny detail of the rocks to the distance
stretching away toward the sea and the horizon. There were reindeer droppings and small
clusters of moss but no actual animals, not even birds, during the hour or two I was allowed to
drift across this space whose footing reminded me of the pink quartz and other stones that
cobble the area near the Nevada Test Site, and so I also strolled on that other hot inland shore
where I spent time twenty years ago and found myself as a writer and a traveler. The sun was out
and it was almost warm.Journey. The pleasure of the boat chugging along and sometimes
rocking and swaying when we were on open water, the sense of a continuity of movement and a
continuity of landscape flowing by on one side, or the other, or sometimes both, the minor
wistfulness that not everything could be seen, not even the landscape on both sides of the boat,
the constant measuring comfort against going out on the deck for an unobstructed view, the
mystery of what went by in the night when I was dreaming of home in the form of many strange
landscapes representing my city with trees, with mounds, with familiar companions amid those



nonexistent places, the punctuation of the flow of time in a boat, the clashing boom of the anchor
chain going down, the silent business of the crane dropping the Zodiac overboard with a guide
inside it, the clambering down the ladder to be transported to another shore, the moment
pausing on one of those Arctic shores when I recalled Virgil’s Aeneid: “Ah, Palinarus, too trusting
of the tranquil sea and sky / You will lie naked on an unknown shore.” Though we approached
ours in layers of down and wool and silk and synthetic fibers and rubber boots and insulated
gloves.Light. This far north the twenty-four-hour cycle of day and night we have further south
stretches out into the one-day-and-night-per-year the poles have, as though they were located
somewhere other than the earth, which we have been told since our earliest days has 365 days
a year. Says one source: “At 74° north, the midnight sun lasts 99 days and polar night 84 days,
while the respective figures at 81° are 141 and 128 days. In Longyearbyen, midnight sun lasts
from 20 April until 23 August, and polar night lasts from 26 October to 15 February.” If the town of
Longyearbyen has a 99-day-long day in summer and an 84-day-long night in winter, then it has
184 days a year, not 365. And two of those days are many times the twenty-four-hour cycle. I
was there near the equinox, so that the daylight hours were getting shorter at a gallop, about
seventeen minutes shorter each day. Over the course of ten days the length of a day decreased
by nearly three hours. During the course of September the day would have grown shorter by
eight hours.The sky was cloudy, misty, and gray all the days I was in Svalbard but the last, so
that there were no shadows, was no sun, until that day when everything looked unrecognizable
in the crisp golden light.Plastic. In the form of bright blue barrels on the north-facing beach,
beyond which is nothing but water and ice until the north pole. In the form of a bright yellow ring
on the beach by the pile of male walruses. In the form of tattered plastic sheeting that mixes with
the seaweed on the beach, near the reindeer. In the form of a Lux dishwashing liquid bottle, well
abraded, on the next beach, before the dead bear. And the one after, as marigold and green
nylon fishing rope and a blue-green stretch of net with scraps of clear plastic higher up. On every
beach.Polar Bear. What does it mean to delete a photograph of an endangered species? And
why is it that everything about polar bears looks familiar except their rather defeated-looking
rumps with the tails flattened into them? See also Sleep; Reality and RepresentationWe saw six
living polar bears, two in places that prevented us from landing, but we were always, when not at
sea, conscious of polar bears, imagining them, organizing all our movements around them.
When we landed in the Zodiac, Oskar went ahead with his rifle unsheathed and the big red-
tipped bullets ready to be slipped into the chamber, and everywhere we went we were supposed
to walk behind these armed guards, to not branch out or venture forward first. So I began to scan
all landscapes for bears, looking to see if this distant patch of snow might be a bear, if one might
be coming from behind that rise or across that distance. There were bears in the landscape and
in my imagination. Safety on Svalbard is an exercise in populating the landscape with even more
than the 3,000 or so polar bears it is thought to contain, or maybe it’s a process of knowing that
you don’t know where those 3,000 might appear.Polar bear #4 on an iceberg on 9/11 having her
meal that disrupts the harmony of colors—a red side of seal. Like the icebergs, something



strange to see in actuality after so many images and imaginings that are only representations.
And a horde of cameras pointing at her, turning her back into the familiar that is the photograph.
This one swam away with its seal in its mouth, a v-wake behind her.Polar bear #5 on a rocky little
peninsula where we had intended to land on 9/12. Long, low snaky neck from the knob of the
backbone between the shoulders and the shambling long-legged gait, black nose, black eyes,
black mouth on creamy ivory. It looked back at us, raising its head to taste the diesel smell on the
air, or ours. Lisa tells us they can put radio collars on the females, but the males’ necks are
thicker than their heads, so they slip the collars off.Polar bear #6 on 9/13 on another rocky
hillside above the German huts, which were the last part of the German military to surrender
during World War II, in September of 1945. Spotted from the Zodiac, so we don’t dock.Polar
bear #7 was on the rocky path to a glacier, alongside the roaring brown stream that issued forth
from it. Most of it had been eaten so thoroughly its hide was smooth and white on the underside,
and its massive spine—attached to a dainty pelvis—was tossed away a few feet, separate. Its
black nose was intact, its eyes closed, and what seemed like almost a faint smile on its mouth,
through which a few bloody fangs protruded. Lisa said it was the first dead polar bear she’d ever
seen in Svalbard’s wildernesses. Perhaps it died and was then devoured by foxes or bears;
perhaps a bear killed it. Further on, there were bear prints in the sand, the four toes distinct, the
tracks either of this bear or of its killer or devourer or both. If another bear ate it, that cannibalism
may be a sign of environmental stress and hunger.Polar bear (stuffed). In the middle of the
baggage carousel in Longyearbyen, as though laid siege to by luggage, as perhaps polar bears
are. In the Polar Hotel in the town, stuffed in prankish positions, including one small bear whose
hindquarters are in the dining room but whose front end pokes through the corridor, with boxing
gloves on its hands. Lifelike but not so exciting in the museum in Longyearbyen. Ragged and
raided in the sad museum of the Russian outpost at Pyramiden. Also in skins, photographs,
souvenirs, stamps for postcards, etc. Aids to imagining polar bears.Reality and Representation.
We see polar bears, photograph them, see icebergs, photograph them, and then I want to look
at those things in my photographs. I have seen them so often in pictures and never in actuality,
and now the actuality too readily turns into a representation. On the fourth day we go out to see a
group of walruses on the beach, which obligingly flash their tusks and undulate and otherwise
ignore us, but it has begun to snow and the wind is fierce and I’m underdressed (see A Warm
West) and it’s hard to care about anything but the snow blowing sideways and my icy fingers and
cold feet and cooling back and chilly face. I go back to the ship at the first chance and decide to
read the 1937 compendium The Arctic Whalers, by Basil Lubbock, put together at the last
moment when the men who worked in the heyday of that industry were still alive or had been
within memory of the author. Instead of being out in the fierce cold, I read accounts of those who
had been out for far longer at these latitudes and enjoyed the stories almost as much as I do at
home at latitude 37°41' N.A Captain Ross, former commander of the Isabella, was lost for four
years, survived with his men by some desperate means near “Navy Board Inlet,” and was
rescued on August 26, 1833, when he and his three boats of men set off to signal a ship. “The



leader of the three boats, a gaunt, grim, bearded man, ‘dirty and dressed in the rags of wild
beasts,’ said, “I am Captain Ross.” The mate of the Isabella refused to believe him and told him
Ross had been dead two years or more.A few pages before came the account of the loss of the
Shannon, when on April 26, 1832, at 58°20' N, she ran into an iceberg during a gale. The ship
fell apart under them and partially sank. The captain and what crew members who had not been
washed overboard survived on salvaged provisions under a shelter rigged up from a sail. “A
Shetlander suggested to the surgeon of the Shannon ‘that he should bleed him, that he might
drink his own blood to quench his intolerable thirst.’ The surgeon had his lancet in his pocket; he
opened one of the man’s veins and collected the blood in an old shoe. The man drank his own
blood with delight.” The surgeon then bled a dying man to offer him the same meal, but he died,
and the shoeful of blood was offered around to the seventeen survivors “and it had an
astonishing effect in reviving them. One by one, Captain Davey and the 16 men were then bled
in succession, the doctor even bled himself. Some mixed the blood with flour, others drank
straight from the shoe, but one and all found themselves wonderfully refreshed.” They were
rescued by “two Danish brigs bound for Davis Straits with passengers,” the Hvalfisken and the
Navigation, the latter headed by a Captain Bang, six days and seven nights after the wreck.I
read these stories and ate a small, fragrant, fresh-baked cinnamon snail (see Swedish baking)
and some chocolate, along with a shot of calvados and some tea in the warm saloon, looking
out occasionally at the snow blowing sideways up here at the Seven Islands north of Latitude 80
on September 12, 2011.Some of the castaways in these grim accounts sickened horribly from
scurvy. On page 319: “All of us that partook of the [polar bear] liver were seized with a dreadful
headache. We were nearly all dead with it in a few days; the skin came off our bodies from the
crown of the head to the sole of the feet. Around that time our provisions were further reduced to
1½ lbs. of bread per week; we had only 20 cwts. of bread on board, and very little meat. What
could we do? We were like walking ghosts.”Lack of vitamin C in the first case. (Here the guide
shows us scurvy grass that the Svalbard trappers learned to add to their diet.) And toxic levels of
vitamin A in the second. On page 305 a drunk man whose clothes had frozen solid was rescued
just before he himself had died of cold.Would it have been odder to read my biography of Karl
Marx and his family or my book on mirror neurons or my Icelandic fairytales than to read
accounts of experiences so much more intense and arduous than mine in the same place?The
click of cameras was a constant whenever there were animals or something particularly
spectacular, and the lineup of cameras on deck when we went by the prettiest scenery was
inevitable. And on every walk, although we were supposed to stick close because of polar bears,
the photographers among us would drop off one by one, lose themselves in the making of an
image, and stretch our line out to a series of broken dots. The guides were too polite to herd us
well. What will become of all those photographs? I took them too; it is a reflexive response to
something exciting to look at, and sometimes to something not so exciting to look at but full of
potential to mutate into a photograph worth looking at. There are problems with this, and
pleasures too.Reindeer. Antlers on a skull. Then droppings looking charmingly familiar in the



unfamiliar landscape. Then tiny figures in the distance, enlarged through borrowed binoculars:
definitely the short-legged reindeer of Svalbard. Reindeer, made so engaging by all the images
of Sami and Siberian nomads riding and herding them, by the great herds of caribou in northern
Alaska, by something about their air of both meekness and ruggedness, by the lovely way their
antlers sweep back like the antlers of that famous Scythian brooch. My Mexican reindeer made
out of brightly colored wool scraps with their antlers wound in colored yarn and colored tassels
everywhere are evidence that their charm carries far, right down to the edge of the subtropical
jungle of Chiapas, where I bought the first three. Reinos said the receipt when I bought three
more of them in Guanajuato, the reinos who watch over me, the household guardians who here
evolved into short-legged, solid, furry creatures to conserve body heat, since they don’t need to
flee predators, the reindeer who Oskar tells me often starve or freeze to death and whose winter
grazing only serves to eke out their fat stores a little longer. I keep accidentally calling them
caribou: I learned that the two were essentially the same species twenty years ago when a friend
repeated the comment of Gwich’in activist Sarah James that she didn’t have much use for
Christmas but she liked the song about the red-nosed caribou.Round Portholes. The ship had
every charm the word ship could possibly convey. The Stockholm is from 1953 and looks like the
picture of a ship as I would imagine it in ideal form. It weighs 361 tons and is 40 meters long, with
round portholes and rigging and various decks and wooden boats for ornament and a Zodiac for
landings and coils of thick blue rope in baskets and Swedish colors—dark blue and pale yellow—
outside. Inside it has a saloon full of rich wood and comfortable furniture and a dining room
studded with old colored engravings of animals from some zoological book and a map of an
earlier Arctic sea journey that shows the landmasses radiating from the pole at the center, so
that you see that continents don’t really describe the organization of space up here. And small
cabins with bunks and round portholes and a bridge in which they kept all the old brass
instrumentation even though the captain and first mate seem to steer by computer information
instead.I once read that we crave, contradictorily, both security and adventure, comfort and
challenge. Thus the child toddles forth to investigate but wants to be able to retreat to its
mother’s knee. Lying in a rocking top bunk in a cozy little room while the Arctic goes by through a
porthole might be the highest possible fulfillment of those two desires in combination. When the
rocking of the boat brought up the horizon, I could see the mountains in the distance across the
water. When it rocked down or didn’t rock at all, I mostly saw the sea and straits and fjords with
birds going by. Once I saw a pod of dolphins, black fins arcing out of the water, through the
porthole of my cabin.Russian Ruins. The population of the once-thriving mining town of
Pyramiden is now two in the winter and about a dozen in the summer; and though the hotel that
looks like a Soviet barracks is technically still open, when we visited, the door that said STAFF
ONLY would shut, leaving behind empty corridors and a smell of boiling potatoes. The dingy
creatures in the little museum were falling apart, and the teeth and claws of the stuffed polar
bear had been stolen. There was a gap in the floor where the heating was being worked on and
a handful of Russian souvenirs for sale: nesting dolls and Soviet badges. Next door was a



yellowish brick building, much like the hotel, that was fully populated by kittiwakes. They had
built nests in the rows of deep window frames, two or three messy nests per ledge, and they
screamed like seabirds and sometimes cried like children. More of them perched atop the swing
sets and slide. Everything else was silent.The delicate blue of the former canteen and cultural
center was intact, but inside it the big plants had been allowed to die, so that their leaves were
translucent light brown against the light of the windows, and in the big kitchen, paint was peeling
everywhere and piling up on the floor. It must have once been the northernmost movie theater in
the world. And across what the humorous Russian guide Dmitri called Red Square—a long,
greenish rectangle planted with imported grass on imported soil—was the newer cultural center
that, he told us, contained the northernmost grand piano in the world, though all the books had
been stolen out of the library. In front of the center was a statue of Vladimir Lenin. “A man I never
met,” declared Dmitri. It was there to be frozen and snowed upon and ignored for the foreseeable
future, except in summer, when groups like ours came by and took pictures. The northernmost
statue of Lenin in the world, he added.Perpendicular to the newer center was the swimming
pool, a half-size Olympic pool tiled in pastel colors with the lane dividers still stretched across
the dusty expanse. Undoubtedly the northernmost swimming pool in the world, in which no one
any longer swims.Sleep.Bear: One of the three polar bears the captain spotted on the far side of
Magdalenafjord our first day was napping. These bears seemed to be performing illustrations of
their capacities for us. The first we saw was walking with that long-legged, ambling, shambling
gait that seems so different than that of black and brown bears, just as their long streamlined
profiles seem different from the dish-faced, domed-forehead faces of grizzlies. Walking
alongside a hill of scree, its white that makes it invisible on the ice makes it distinct on the gray
slope. The second one was up higher, tearing at something it was feeding on, with gestures of its
neck. The third was recumbent upon a bed of green moss, the moss that grows in domelike
hummocks, its head and tail just slightly curled in, and it periodically rearranged itself or looked
up at us. It was shocking to have so quickly penetrated to the realm of polar bears’ naps and
shocking to see the creature so vulnerable and so confident in its own habitat. If it was in that
habitat—so far from the sea ice where I think it is supposed to be hunting—maybe it was in
crisis. It was hard to tell, but a white bear on green tufts is not exactly camouflaged.Me: Being
here was restful. It seemed both odd to be so comfortable in such a remote place and perfectly
sensible to have come to the end of the world for the peace and quiet in which to nap. Which I
did deeply and often, and at night I dreamed—of a forest that doesn’t actually exist at the end of
my childhood street, a house on the corner of a street near Baker Beach in my city that also
doesn’t exist, and then the childhood swimming pool piled higher than its deep end in wishing
coins and debris thrown by neighbor children, and a visit with the infant son of an acquaintance
in a house I have not actually been in for twenty or thirty years. It was so peaceful in this quiet
place at the end of the world where I could only be reached by the radiotelephone that only my
brothers had the number for.Swedish Baking. Sometimes what looked like rye bread was cake,
sometimes what looked like fruit bread was rye with nuts, sometimes a great brown sourdough



loaf was baked, sometimes the coffee cake that was put out on the round table in the saloon was
extraordinarily moist and delicate, particularly considering that it was made by thin tattooed
young women named Hannah and Erica, sometimes one wished that there was not quite so
abundant a choice of sweets and starches. Spiral cinnamon rolls, cookies of various kinds with
nuts, another moist coffee cake topped with toasted almond slivers and cardamom, chocolate
cake, raspberry pie with whipped cream, and more. See Sleep (Me)Underwater Forests with
Pink Lanterns. Sometimes when the Zodiac came into the shallows for a landing, you could look
down and see whole forests of ruffled seaweed, long pale sheets of it in rows, and branching
seaweeds, a kind of lushness that did not exist on shore, though great slimy mounds of kelp did.
I said to Lisa, the guide, the forests here are all underwater, right? She beamed in approval that I
had recognized this obvious fact. And there were also various kinds of jellyfish, notably, small
ones like pink lanterns, like the ghosts of small cucumbers and sea urchins, like tiny zeppelins,
floating by in the dark clear water, festively, so delicate, so enchanting, so unlike the massive
warm-blooded animals you hear about here. There were urchin shells, tall spiraling seashells,
occasional mussel shells on shore where the seabirds flew. These when alive were also
wildlife.Walrus. The first walrus more wrinkled and pink and comic than I had imagined with its
eyes invisible and its whiskery lip rising and falling like a gigantic cyclopian eyelid. A fanged eye.
Its vast chest wrinkled and creased into chasms or crevasses of dry hide. Its tusks looking mildly
dignified when its head is upright but also pointing sideways, and sometimes it scratched itself
with its flipper and looked more agile and more like a cat or a dog. More walruses turning their
heads in various directions so that their tusks looked like semaphore torches or runes, as though
they were sending us messages we were inadequate to receive.Their Latin name is Odobenus
rosmarus: Odobenus means “one that walks on teeth,” and rosmarus comes from Old Norse,
meaning “horse of the sea.” So the walrus is a sea horse that walks with its teeth. “For me the
walrus is a prehistoric animal. I feel like I am traveling back in time when I see them—or even
smell them,” says Lisa Ström, and she tells us they can use the tusks to get up on the ice and the
front flippers to walk on. They have lice, walrus lice, so they are always scratching themselves.
The male averages 1,200 kilos; females, 800. Pink wart-like growths stud the male neck and
breast. (“Maybe it’s attractive!” Lisa speculates.) “The females have straighter teeth and they
don’t generate the big pink warted neck. Those with the biggest teeth can lie in the middle of the
group, in the warmest, nicest spot, protected from predators. Tusks start to grow at age two, and
the animals live up to forty years. Killer whales and polar bears prey on walrus but pursue only
the females on Svalbard. Diet is sometimes fish, sometimes swimming birds and other seals, but
mostly mussels—fifty to sixty kilos of mussels, or 4,000–6,000 per day,” she explains, guiding us
to know walruses.A Warm West. This is what Tyrone, the expedition leader, told me to bring,
grossly understating the degree of cold we would encounter. I liked the instruction, though, since
I am always wearing the West in some sense. But this was the far north, and I wish I had brought
my faux-fur-lined vest I wore all through my times in Montana and Wyoming in winter and much
of Iceland in summer. And not lost my insulated jacket in the Frankfurt airport. A cold north.Water



the Color of Gunmetal. See ColorWonder. You are north of everything on a ship out of a story,
sailing onward, with glaciers, crags, peaks, mists looming up on either side, and the moment
requires so many practical reactions it is not until you are sitting in an armchair forty-three
degrees south of this experience that the full wonder of it sets in.Wood. So many long logs on
the shores of this place where not even a bush grows, evidence of the great forces that drop
trees into water and send them on tides far beyond the scenes of their growth. More wood in the
fox traps, the graves, the houses, and other structures that are lightly scattered across the land.
The bare wood houses that weather to gray, like driftwood. The house we saw on the last day
that was sturdier and more expansive than the rest we’d seen, more like a farmhouse than a
survival hut, with fresh wood showing that it was maintained, and inside it, penciled names from
the nineteenth century onward written on the bare wood walls, and one massive table with an X,
and another structure like a stool for oxen, massive and lone in the sunlight that streamed
through the windows we had just removed the protective boards from.Zodiac. Black rubber raft
used for all landings in the wild, expertly captained by Lisa, clambered down onto with a ladder
on the side of the boat, and afterward heaved up onto the Stockholm’s deck by a crane and
pulley. Its name suggests another zodiac, a rubber ring as black as night bearing the arctic
zodiac in which the constellations are different and one is born under the sign of fox, walrus, ring
seal, whale, polar bear, reindeer, pink jellyfish, ivory gull, spiral snail, scurvy grass, cod, and
mosquito.2013THE BUTTERFLY AND THE BOILING POINTReflections on the Arab Spring and
AfterRevolution is as unpredictable as an earthquake and as beautiful as spring. Its coming is
always a surprise, but its nature should not be.Revolution is a phase, a mood—like spring, and
just as spring has its buds and showers, so revolution has its ebullience, its bravery, its hope,
and its solidarity. Some of these things pass. The women of Cairo do not move as freely in public
as they did during those few precious weeks when the old rules were suspended and everything
was different. But the old Egypt is gone and Egyptians’ sense of themselves—and our sense of
them—is forever changed.No revolution vanishes without effect. The Prague Spring of 1968 was
brutally crushed, but twenty-one years later when a second wave of revolution liberated
Czechoslovakia, Alexander Dubček, who had been the reformist Secretary of the
Czechoslovakian Communist Party, returned to give heart to the people from a balcony
overlooking Wenceslas Square: “The government is telling us that the street is not the place for
things to be solved, but I say the street was and is the place. The voice of the street must be
heard.”The voice of the street became a bugle cry in 2011. You heard it. Everyone did, but the
rulers who thought their power was the only power that mattered heard it last and with dismay.
Many of them are nervous now, releasing political prisoners, lowering the price of food, and
otherwise trying to tamp down uprisings.There were three kinds of surprises about the
unfinished revolutions in Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya, and the rumblings elsewhere that have
frightened the mighty from Saudi Arabia to China, Algeria to Bahrain. The West was surprised
that the Arab world, which we have regularly been told is medieval, hierarchical, and
undemocratic, was full of young men and women using their cell phones, their Internet access,



and their bodies in streets and squares to foment change and temporarily live a miracle of direct
democracy and people power. And then there is the surprise that the seemingly unshakeable
regimes of the strongmen were shaken into pieces.And finally, there is always the surprise of
why now? Why did the crowd decide to storm the Bastille on July 14, 1789, and not any other
day? The bread famine going on in France that year and the rising cost of food had something to
do with it, as hunger and poverty do with many of the Middle Eastern uprisings today, but part of
the explanation remains mysterious. Why this day and not a month earlier or a decade later? Or
never instead of now?Oscar Wilde once remarked, “To expect the unexpected shows a
thoroughly modern intellect.” This profound uncertainty has been the grounds for my own
hope.Hindsight is 20/20, they say, and you can tell stories where it all makes sense. A young
Tunisian college graduate, Mohammed Bouazizi, who could find no better work than selling
produce from a cart on the street, was so upset by his treatment at the hands of a policewoman
that he set himself afire on December 17, 2010. His death two weeks later became the match
that lit the country afire—but why that death? Or why the death of Khaled Said, an Egyptian
youth who exposed police corruption and was beaten to death for it? A Facebook page claims,
“We are all Khaled Said,” and his death, too, was a factor in the uprisings to come.But when
exactly do the abuses that have been tolerated for so long become intolerable? When does the
fear evaporate and the rage generate action that produces joy? After all, Tunisia and Egypt were
not short on intolerable situations and tragedies before Bouazizi’s self-immolation and Said’s
murder.Thich Quang Duc burned himself to death at an intersection in Saigon on June 11, 1963,
to protest the treatment of Buddhists by the U.S.-backed government of South Vietnam. His stoic
composure while in flames was widely seen and may have helped produce a military coup
against the regime six months later—a change, but not necessarily a liberation. In between that
year and this one, many people have fasted, prayed, protested, gone to prison, and died to call
attention to cruel regimes, with little or no measurable consequence.GUNS AND
BUTTERFLIESThe boiling point of water is straightforward, but the boiling point of societies is
mysterious. Bouazizi’s death became a catalyst, and at his funeral, the 5,000 mourners chanted,
“Farewell, Mohammed, we will avenge you. We weep for you today, we will make those who
caused your death weep.”But his was not the first Tunisian gesture of denunciation. An even
younger man, the rap artist who calls himself El General, uploaded a song about the horror of
poverty and injustice in the country and, as the Guardian put it, “Within hours, the song had lit up
the bleak and fearful horizon like an incendiary bomb.” Or a new dawn. The artist was arrested
and interrogated for three very long days, and then released, thanks to widespread protest. And
surely before him we could find another milestone. And another young man being subjected to
inhuman conditions. And behind the uprising in Egypt are a panoply of union and human rights
organizers as well as charismatic individuals.It was a great year for the power of the powerless
and for the courage and determination of the young. A short, fair-haired, mild man even younger
than Bouazizi has been held under extreme conditions in solitary confinement in a Marine brig in
Quantico, Virginia, for the last several months. He is charged with giving hundreds of thousands



of secret U.S. documents to WikiLeaks, thus unveiling some of the more compromised and
unsavory operations of the American military and U.S. diplomacy. Bradley Manning (now
Chelsea Manning) was a twenty-two-year-old soldier stationed in Iraq when he was arrested the
spring of 2010. The acts he’s charged with have changed the global political landscape and fed
the outrage in the Middle East.As Foreign Policy put it in a headline, “In one fell swoop, the
candor of the cables released by WikiLeaks did more for Arab democracy than decades of
backstage U.S. diplomacy.” The cables suggested, among other things, that the United States
was not going to back Tunisian dictator Ben Ali to the bitter end and that the regime’s corruption
was common knowledge.Martin Luther King and the Montgomery Story, a 1958 comic book
about the civil rights struggle in the American South and the power of nonviolence was
translated and distributed in the Arab world by the American Islamic Council in 2008 and has
been credited with influencing the insurgencies of 2011. So the American Islamic Council played
a role, too—a role definitely not being investigated by anti-Muslim Congressman Peter King in
his hearings on the “radicalization of Muslims in America.” Behind the other King are the lessons
he, in turn, learned from Mohandas Gandhi, whose movement liberated India from colonial rule
sixty-six years ago, and so the story comes back to the East.Causes are Russian dolls. You can
keep opening each one up and find another one inside it. WikiLeaks and Facebook and Twitter
and the new media helped in 2011, but new media had been around for years. Asmaa Mahfouz
was a young Egyptian woman who had served time in prison for using the Internet to organize a
protest on April 6, 2008, to support striking workers. With astonishing courage, she posted a
video of herself on Facebook on January 18, 2011, in which she looked into the camera and
said, with a voice of intense conviction:Four Egyptians have set themselves on fire to protest
humiliation and hunger and poverty and degradation they had to live with for thirty years. Four
Egyptians have set themselves on fire thinking maybe we can have a revolution like Tunisia,
maybe we can have freedom, justice, honor, and human dignity. Today, one of these four has
died, and I saw people commenting and saying, “May God forgive him. He committed a sin and
killed himself for nothing.” People, have some shame.She described an earlier demonstration at
which few had shown up: “I posted that I, a girl, am going down to Tahrir Square, and I will stand
alone. And I’ll hold up a banner. Perhaps people will show some honor. No one came except
three guys—three guys and three armored cars of riot police. And tens of hired thugs and
officers came to terrorize us.”Mahfouz called for the gathering in Tahrir Square on January 25
that became the Egyptian revolution. The second time around she didn’t stand alone. Eighty-five
thousand Egyptians pledged to attend, and soon enough, millions stood with her.The revolution
was called by a young woman with nothing more than a Facebook account and passionate
conviction. They were enough. Often, revolution has had such modest starts. On October 5,
1789, a girl took a drum to the central markets of Paris. The storming of the Bastille a few months
before had started, but hardly completed, a revolution. That drummer girl helped gather a mostly
female crowd of thousands who marched to Versailles and seized the royal family. It was the end
of the Bourbon monarchy.Women often find great roles in revolution, simply because the rules



fall apart and everyone has agency, anyone can act. As they did in Egypt, where liberty leading
the masses was an earnest young woman in a black hijab.That the flapping of a butterfly’s wings
in Brazil can shape the weather in Texas is a summation of chaos theory that is now an oft-
repeated cliché. But there are billions of butterflies on earth, all flapping their wings. Why does
one gesture matter more than another? Why this Facebook post, this girl with a drum?Even to
try to answer this you’d have to say that the butterfly is borne aloft by a particular breeze that was
shaped by the flap of the wing of, say, a sparrow; and so behind causes are causes, behind
small agents are other small agents, inspirations, and role models, as well as outrages to react
against. The point is not that causation is unpredictable and erratic. The point is that butterflies
and sparrows and young women in veils and an unknown twenty-year-old rapping in Arabic and
you yourself, if you wanted it, sometimes have tremendous power, enough to bring down a
dictator, enough to change the world.OTHER SELVES, OTHER LIVESEarly 2011 was a
remarkable time in which a particular kind of humanity appeared again and again in very
different places, and we saw a great deal more of it in Japan before its triple catastrophe was
over. Perhaps its first appearance was at the shooting of Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords in
Tucson on January 8, where the lone gunman was countered by several citizens who took
remarkable action, none more so than Giffords’s new intern, twenty-year-old Daniel Martinez,
who later said, “It was probably not the best idea to run toward the gunshots. But people needed
help.”Martinez reached the congresswoman’s side and probably saved her life by administering
first aid, while sixty-one-year-old Patricia Maisch grabbed the magazine so the shooter couldn’t
reload, and seventy-four-year-old Bill Badger helped wrestle him to the ground, though he’d
been grazed by a bullet. One elderly man died because he shielded his wife rather than protect
himself.Everything suddenly changed and those people rose to the occasion heroically not in
the hours, days, or weeks a revolution gives, but within seconds. More sustained acts of bravery
and solidarity would make the revolutions to come. People would risk their lives and die for their
beliefs and for each other. And in killing them, regimes would lose their last shreds of
legitimacy.Violence always seems to me the worst form of tyranny. It deprives people of their
rights, including the right to live. The rest of the year was dominated by battles against the
tyrannies that sometimes cost lives and sometimes just ground down those lives into poverty
and indignity, from Bahrain to Madison, Wisconsin.I have often wondered if the United States
could catch fire the way other countries sometimes do. The public space and spirit of Argentina
or Egypt often seem missing here, for what changes in revolution is largely spirit, emotion, belief
—intangible things, as delicate as butterfly wings, but our world is made of such things. They
matter. The governors govern by the consent of the governed. When they lose that consent, they
resort to violence, which can stop some people directly, but aims to stop most of us through the
power of fear.And then sometimes a young man becomes fearless enough to post a song
attacking the dictator who has ruled all his young life. Or people sign a declaration like Charter
77, the 1977 Czech document that was a milestone on the way to the revolutions of 1989, as
well as a denunciation of the harassment of an underground rock band called the Plastic People



of the Universe. Or a group of them found a labor union on the waterfront in Gdansk, Poland, in
1980, and the first cracks appear in the Soviet Empire.Those who are not afraid are
ungovernable, at least by fear, that favorite tool of the bygone era of George W. Bush. Jonathan
Schell, with his usual beautiful insight, saw this when he wrote of the uprising in Tahrir
Square:The murder of the 300 people, it may be, was the event that sealed Mubarak’s doom.
When people are afraid, murders make them take flight. But when they have thrown off fear,
murders have the opposite effect and make them bold. Instead of fear, they feel solidarity. Then
they “stay”—and advance. And there is no solidarity like solidarity with the dead. That is the stuff
of which revolution is made.When a revolution is made, people suddenly find themselves in a
changed state—of mind and of nation. The ordinary rules are suspended, and people become
engaged with each other in new ways and develop a new sense of power and possibility. People
behave with generosity and altruism; they find they can govern themselves; and, in many ways,
the government simply ceases to exist. A few days into the Egyptian revolution, Ben Wedeman,
CNN’s senior correspondent in Cairo, was asked why things had settled down in the Egyptian
capital. He responded: “[T]hings have calmed down because there is no government here,”
pointing out that security forces had simply disappeared from the streets.This stateless state
often arises in disasters as well, when the government is overwhelmed, shut down, or irrelevant
for people intent on survival and then on putting society back together. Even if it rarely lasts, the
process does change individuals and societies, leaving a legacy. To my mind, the best regime is
one that most resembles this moment when civil society reigns in a spirit of hope, inclusiveness,
and improvisational genius.In Egypt, there were moments of violence when people pushed back
against the government’s goons, and for a week it seemed like the news was filled with pictures
of bloody heads. Still, no armies marched, no superior weaponry decided the fate of the country,
nobody was pushed from power by armed might. People gathered in public and discovered
themselves as the public, as civil society. They found that the repression and exploitation they
had long tolerated was intolerable and that they could do something about it, even if that
something was only gathering, standing together, insisting on their rights as the public, as the
true nation that the government can never be.It is remarkable how, in other countries, people will
one day simply stop believing in the regime that had, until then, ruled them, as African
Americans did in the South here fifty years ago. To stop believing means no longer regarding
those who rule you as legitimate, and so no longer fearing them. Or respecting them. And then,
miraculously, the regimes begin to crumble.In the Philippines in 1986, millions of people
gathered in response to a call from Catholic-run Radio Veritas, the only station the dictatorship
didn’t control or shut down. Then the army defected, and dictator Fernando Marcos was ousted
from power after twenty-one years.In Argentina in 2001, in the wake of a brutal economic
collapse, such a sudden shift in consciousness toppled the neoliberal regime of Fernando de la
Rúa and ushered in a revolutionary era of economic desperation, but also of brilliant, generous
innovation. A shift in consciousness brought an outpouring of citizens into the streets of Buenos
Aires, suddenly no longer afraid after the long nightmare of a military regime and its aftermath. In



Iceland in early 2009, in the wake of a global economic meltdown of special fierceness on that
small island nation, a once-docile population almost literally drummed out of power the ruling
party that had managed the country into bankruptcy.CAN’T HAPPEN HERE?The United States
often seems to lack the attunement between governed and governors and the symbolically
charged public spaces in which civil society can be born. This is a big country whose national
capital is not much of a center and whose majority seems to live in places that are themselves
decentered.At its best, revolution is an urban phenomenon. Suburbia is counterrevolutionary by
design. For revolution, you need to converge, to live in public, to become the public, and that’s a
geographical as well as a political phenomenon. The history of revolution is the history of great
public spaces: La Place de la Concorde during the French Revolution; La Rambla in Barcelona
during the Spanish Civil War; Beijing’s Tiananmen Square in 1989 (a splendid rebellion that was
crushed); the great surge that turned the divide of the Berlin Wall into a gathering place in that
same year; the insurrectionary occupation of the Zócalo of Mexico City after corrupt presidential
elections; and the space in Buenos Aires that gave the Dirty War’s most open opposition its
name: Las Madres de la Plaza de Mayo (the Mothers of the Plaza of May).It’s all very well to
organize on Facebook and update on Twitter, but these are only preludes. You also need to rise
up, to pour out into the streets. You need to be together in body, for only then are you truly the
public with the full power that a public can possess. And then it needs to matter. The United
States is good at trivializing and ignoring insurrections at home.The authorities were shaken by
the uprising in Seattle that shut down the World Trade Organization meeting on November 30,
1999, but the actual nonviolent resistance there was quickly fictionalized into a tale of a violent
rabble. Novelist and then–New Yorker correspondent Mavis Gallant wrote in 1968:The difference
between rebellion at Columbia [University] and rebellion at the Sorbonne is that life in Manhattan
went on as before, while in Paris every section of society was set on fire, in the space of a few
days. The collective hallucination was that life can change, quite suddenly and for the better. It
still strikes me as a noble desire.Revolution is also the action of people pushed to the brink.
Rather than fall over, they push back. When he decided to push public employees hard and strip
them of their collective bargaining rights, Wisconsin governor Scott Walker took a gamble. In
response, union members, public employees, and then the public of Wisconsin began to gather
on February 11. By February 15, they had taken over the state’s capitol building as the revolution
in Egypt was still at full boil. In February 2011, the biggest demonstration in Madison’s history
was held, led by a “tractorcade” of farmers. The Wisconsin firefighters revolted too. And the
librarians.Oppression often works—for a while. And then it backfires. Sometimes immediately,
sometimes after several decades. Walker has been nicknamed the Mubarak of the Midwest.
Much of the insurrection and the rage in the Middle East isn’t just about tyranny; it’s about
economic injustice, about young people who can’t find work, can’t afford to get married or leave
their parents’ homes, can’t start their lives. This is increasingly the story for young Americans as
well, and here it’s clearly a response to the misallocation of resources, not absolute scarcity. It
could just be tragic, or it could get interesting when the young realize they are being shafted, and



that life could be different. Even that it could change, quite suddenly, and for the better.There
was a splendid surliness in the wake of the economic collapse of 2008: rage at the executives
who had managed the economy into the ground and gone home with outsized bonuses, rage at
the system, rage at the sheer gratuitousness of the suffering of those who were being foreclosed
upon and laid off. In this country, economic inequality has reached a level not seen since before
the stock market crash of 1929.Hard times are in store for most people on earth, and those may
be times of boldness. Or not. The butterflies are out there, but when their flight stirs the winds of
insurrection, no one knows beforehand.So remember to expect the unexpected, but not just to
wait for it. Sometimes you have to become the unexpected, as the young heroes and heroines of
2011 have. I am sure they themselves are as surprised as anyone. Since she very nearly had the
first word, let Asmaa Mahfouz have the last word: “As long as you say there is no hope, then
there will be no hope, but if you go down and take a stance, then there will be hope.”March
2011RATTLESNAKE IN MAILBOXCults, Creeps, California in the 1970sIt’s true what you heard
about macramé. Partly some mutant version of a craft tradition and partly something for the
fidgety hands and wandering minds of the drugged, macramé was also the means to create
harnesses from which a million planters were hung from a million ceilings to create gratuitous
clutter. You can think of macramé as some vernacular extension of 1960s soft sculptures by
Bruce Conner, Eva Hesse, Robert Morris, and Claes Oldenburg, but its aesthetics had grown
monstrously. There was something quintessentially 1970s about these pendulous burdens—
obscuring views and dripping foliage—something that tied them to the fern bars of the era and to
the overall aesthetics of horror vacui. This era of shag rugs and feather-bedecked roach-clip hair
ties rivaled the Victorians when it came to clutter, ornament, jewelry, print, pattern, texture,
flourish, tassels, fringes, tendrils, frizz, dangly bits, lace, laces, buttons, and other distractions for
the eye.Dangling, creeping plants were at the heart of 1978’s definitive film, Phil Kaufman’s
horror movie Invasion of the Body Snatchers, filmed in San Francisco. Donald Sutherland as the
restaurant-inspector-turned-alien-detective walks into Brooke Adams’s house and finds a clone
of her growing in a lush, damp sort of greenhouse alcove full of plants; later Jeff Goldblum is
cloned in a bathhouse, also full of houseplants. San Francisco’s hills, trees, fog, and intricate
Victorian gingerbread houses suit the film’s sensibility. In one scene, a teacher out with some
small children in a park near the Haight-Ashbury ominously encourages them to pick the pretty
flowers and take them home. Eleven years earlier Los Angeles’s Mamas and the Papas had
sung “San Francisco (Be Sure to Wear Some Flowers in Your Hair),” promising the city would be
full of gentle people, a “love-in.” Now the flowers were monstrous and the emotions were null.
Technically the threat in Invasion of the Body Snatchers is colonizing plants from a destroyed
planet, but the film makes an allegory of the fuzzy thinking, fuzzy surfaces, spreading tendrils,
and labyrinthine passages that were both the culture and the landscape of San Francisco during
the late 1970s. In other words, the city—and by extension, the world—is being eaten by the
counterculture; and being taken over by the pods turns people into affectless ambulatory
vegetables.Blank is the word that comes to mind for this condition, though blank also sounds



like a refreshingly uncluttered surface in that context. Blankness calls up Richard Hell and the
Voidoids’s anti-anthem of the year before, “Blank Generation.” Punk rock arrived like a machete
in the jungle, hacking at all that stadium rock, chopping the tendrils, paring away everything
unnecessary and slicing down to the rage, the indignation, the energy, and the essence. The
jungle was the meandering, woolly, over-decorated excesses rock-and-roll had sunk into during
the 1970s—the fourteen-minute tracks, the long instrumental solos, the excess of studio polish,
the pointlessness of songs about bored decadence and sybaritic luxury, the stale formulas. The
Eagles’s 1977 hit “Hotel California” was a flawless piece of craftsmanship, but it was about
upscale fatalism and gilded cages, about the hotel you can check into but never leave. It
sounded as though Joan Didion had started writing lyrics. As Don Henley sang, “They stab it
with their steely knives, / But they just can’t kill the beast.”Punk rock could, and the beast was
rock-and-roll itself. I was fifteen in 1977, the year punk hit California. When it arrived, most rock-
and-roll sounded as though it was made to be listened to in a hot tub; the music had slowed
down and sprawled out. The operative word was mellow. In Invasion of the Body Snatchers, the
aliens clone you when you’re sleeping and then turn you into ashes; relaxation is perilous. Punk
came along as a fierce corrective to the excesses and errors of the 1960s, at least in the United
States. British punks were perhaps more farseeing; their protest was against a mainstream that
would grow more grotesque in the Thatcherist 1980s, while songs like the Dead Kennedys’s
“California Über Alles” (1979/80) seemed to imagine progressive and occasionally loopy
Governor Jerry Brown as an enduring oppression—insidious, like those tendrils and pods. By
the time that song was released in June of 1979, former California governor Ronald Reagan was
on his way to the presidency, and decades of Republican governors were on their way to
Sacramento. (California wouldn’t have a strong Democratic governor again until 2011, when a
seventy-something Brown was reelected.)“California Über Alles” seems to imagine that the
counterculture won. Few foresaw that the right—which seemed in abeyance since Nixon had
slithered back to San Clemente—was on the brink of resurgence. Nevertheless, punk rock
would have plenty to say about Reagan and the right when the time came: San Francisco’s MDC
(Millions of Dead Cops, an important, less-remembered political punk band that eventually
changed its name to Multi-Death Corporations) would release “John Wayne Was a Nazi” in
1981, and a host of hardcore bands like L.A.’s Wasted Youth would launch more vitriolic attacks.
Even the generally apolitical Ramones would record “Bonzo Goes to Bitberg” in 1985, about
Reagan’s infamous laying of a wreath in a cemetery full of Nazi graves. It was possible to hate
both possibilities—and dystopic punk was never very good at envisioning solutions and
alternatives. It arose from an adolescent’s sensibility of outrage and dissent—the antithesis of
visionary—hostile to the Emperor and his embroidered new clothes.The 1970s is a decade
people would apparently rather not talk about and hardly seem to remember. Perhaps the best
thing that can be said about the 1970s is that its experiments—the failed ones that people
learned from and the successful that continued—laid the groundwork for movements to come
during the 1980s and after. But in 1978, mostly the mistakes and excesses were on



display.1978: THE YEAR OF FORENSIC EVIDENCEFor San Francisco in particular and for
California in general, 1978 was a terrible year in which the fiddler had to be paid for all the tunes
to which the counterculture had danced. The sexual revolution had deteriorated into a sort of
free-market, free-trade ideology, in which all should have access to sex and none should deny
access. I grew up north of San Francisco in an atmosphere where, once you were twelve or so,
hippie dudes in their thirties started to offer you drugs and neck rubs that were clearly only the
beginning—and it was immensely hard to refuse them. There were no grounds. Sex was good;
everyone should have it all the time; anything could be construed as consent; and almost
nothing meant no, including “no.” Those who remember feminists as being angrily anti-sex
during the 1980s don’t recall the huge task they undertook—and undertook successfully—of
pointing out that, like everything else, sex involves power; power is distributed unequally; and
unequal power not uncommonly deteriorates into exploitation.It was the culture. Rock stars were
open about their liaisons with underage groupies, and forty-something Woody Allen had cast
underage Mariel Hemingway as his love interest in his film Manhattan (1977). In 1978, Louis
Malle released Pretty Baby, in which a then-eleven-year-old and sometimes unclothed Brooke
Shields played a prostitute. (Two years earlier, Playboy Press had published nude photographs
by the aptly named Gary Gross of a painted, vamping Shields at the age of ten in a book titled
Sugar and Spice. In 1978, British photographer David Hamilton published Young Girl, a
collection of prettily prurient photographs of half-undressed pubescent girls; as Hamilton’s stock-
in-trade for years, these images were everywhere as posters and books. On February 1, 1978,
forty-four-year-old film director Roman Polanski decided to skip bail and headed for France after
being charged with raping a thirteen-year-old girl he had plied with champagne and Quaaludes.
(His implied excuse was that everyone was doing it.) Some defended him on the grounds that
the girl looked fourteen.In 1978, former beauty queen and right-wing demagogue Anita Bryant
was crusading against basic rights for gay men by portraying them as child molesters, among
other things. In California, Bryant’s campaign led to the Briggs Initiative on the state ballot on
November 6, 1978, which would have banned queer people from working as teachers. Thanks
to a groundswell of gay men coming out to their friends, family, and co-workers and great
organizing work, the Briggs Initiative lost, a final victory for San Francisco supervisor and
statewide organizer Harvey Milk in a year when people of color, women, and gay men pressed
hard for their rights. The first annual Take Back the Night march of feminists against pornography
—pro- and anti-porn feminism was one of the debates of the times—took place the same
month.It was a violent time, and there were so many kinds of violence to choose from. On
October 11, members of the Bay Area’s Synanon cult nearly killed a lawyer helping some former
members by putting a rattlesnake in his mailbox. On November 18, the mass murder–suicide in
Jonestown, Guyana, of 918 members of the San Francisco cult, the Peoples Temple, constituted
the largest single violent loss of American civilian lives before 9/11. And on November 27, a
disgruntled and deranged former policeman assassinated San Francisco mayor George
Moscone and Milk in the same City Hall where the cloned vegetal menaces of Invasion of the



Body Snatchers loaded trucks with proliferating alien pods. The horror movie would be released
on December 20 that year.Another 1978 ballot included a much more famous proposition,
known then as the Jarvis-Gann Act, now as Proposition 13 (the initiative that froze property
taxes and required a supermajority to vote in tax increases; the measure began to starve
California’s educational system, libraries, and other county and city services). That one won on
June 6, bringing on the beginning of the taxpayer revolts of the past three decades and the
beginning of the end of a half-century of economic leveling. Proposition 13 was the narrow
wedge of the economic violence that would weaken public institutions, undermine social safety
nets, and bring back dire poverty on a grand scale over the next few decades. During the 1970s,
the long movement toward economic democratization went into reverse so that, by 2010, the
United States would return to the level of economic disparity of 1928: 23 percent of the nation’s
wealth would be concentrated in the hands of 1 percent of its population.The same ruthlessness
of capital brought about, after several years of resistance, the August 4, 1977, eviction of the
elderly Asian residents of the International Hotel in downtown San Francisco, amid huge
throngs, violence, ladders, mounted police, and dismay. The eviction was carried out by the
police at the behest of a developer intent upon building something more lucrative on the site, a
project that never came to fruition. The low-income residential I-Hotel had housed a gallery and
some activist organizations, as well as those vulnerable seniors. It had been a key location for
the Asian-American rights movements of the decade, which paralleled the indigenous rights
movement launched at Alcatraz in 1969; the Chicano movement tied to Cesar Chavez’s
organization of farmworkers from the early 1960s onward; and, of course, the African-American
insurgency that was the Black Panther Party, founded in Oakland in 1966. Financial district
expansion had already devoured the rest of Manilatown, and urban renewal had gutted the
neighborhoods of two other low-income communities just before—the African-American
Western Addition/Fillmore in the 1960s and the South of Market area, full of retired waterfront
workers during the 1970s. The space in which to be decently poor was drying up, and a few
years hence, in the age of Reagan, the armies of the homeless would begin to march through
the city streets.Maybe 1978 was when the 1960s ended and the 1980s began. Maybe there
were no 1970s. Even punk rock, arguably the decade’s most original offering, died a little when
the Sex Pistols broke up in January of 1978, after the Winterland hatefest that was their final
concert. Winterland was around the corner from the Peoples Temple, the site of Jim Jones’s cult
before he led his devotees on a paranoid flight to Guyana that culminated, ten months later, in
drinking all that cyanide-laced Kool-Aid. One of San Francisco’s leading punk venues, the
Mabuhay Gardens, was just around the corner from the International Hotel. It was all pretty tied
together, like some kind of macramé of conspiracy, paranoia, and decline. Mostly it was a bleak
landscape in which the dying experiments were easier to spot than the embryonic new forms
that would matter immensely during the 1980s and after.AVENGERSWorking all night as an
extra, I carried a big green gherkin-like papier-mâché pod in the City Hall scene of Invasion of
the Body Snatchers, though if I made it into the movie, it was only for a flickering second. Around



the same time, I started hanging out at the Mabuhay Gardens—or Mab, as it was sometimes
called—though I didn’t find out what the Tagalog word mabuhay meant until much later. I went to
shows at the Peoples Temple when it turned into a punk venue after all its former parishioners
were dead or scattered. I didn’t get it about the International Hotel until long afterward, though I
remember the hotel, the protests, and then the hole in the ground where it had been. I saw the
Sex Pistols’s last show on a rainy night when country music fans had been whipped up into a
fury against punks and came to spit and hurl projectiles, back in that divisive, intolerant era when
punks hated disco and country right back—but I didn’t know what a historic and final moment it
would be.Punk wasn’t defined yet. Or rather it was defined in opposition. It was anti-rock, for
starters. It was exceedingly anti-hippie and anti-disco too. It wasn’t yet cool. In 1977 no one knew
what it meant to be a punk yet, though the short dyed hair, chains, safety pins, and shredded
clothing were catching on. It was a moment that belonged to outsiders; but by the early 1980s
when California punk had become hardcore, and hardcore was dominated by macho L.A. bands
like Agent Orange and Black Flag, it was all about insiders, mostly male insiders. What began as
the slam dancing of geeks and girls turned into the mosh pit that only the most rugged could
safely venture into. “Different like everybody else,” was my epithet for a lot of it, and I moved on.
But there was a glorious moment when no one knew what was going on, and what was
happening seemed utterly new. A revolution opens up possibilities and dismantles existing
authority and is usually followed up by the assembling of new authority. Punk rock followed this
mode. Maybe the 1960s did too, with the wave of authoritarian cults that followed.
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and optimism. While she doesn't offer outright solutions to the problems in this world, she
nudges the reader in the direction of progress, both in ideology and action. If you read anything
this year, make it this.”
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